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1: Given the following entry from the Web Access log, with the default access log format, what does the entry "bob" signify?

1098830250.899 0.001 10.41.72.45 TCP_HIT_ACCESS_DENIED/407 496 GET http://www.cnn.com/bob - ""

A. the user making the request
B. the hostname of the appliance
C. the page on the CNN site
D. the client hostname making the request

Correct Answers: A

2: What is the command to view the names and locations of the log files from the command line?

A. log -l
B. nclog -l
C. nclog -va
D. show config.admin.log

Correct Answers: B

3: Given the following log entry from the Web Access log, with the default access log format, what does DIRECT mean?

1093891725.752 0.080 10.32.10.92 TCP_MISS/200 10177 GET http://www.sbgs.org/sbgs.htm - DIRECT/209.68.147.66 "text/html"

A. The object must be retrieved from a parent cache.
B. The requested URL resides outside the firewall, and the URL maps to no parents or neighbors.
C. The URL was fetched from the source.
D. This NetCache has no valid parents or neighbors.

Correct Answers: C

4: What is the difference between TCP_MISS/200 and TCP_HIT/200?

A. The "miss" means that the requested object could not be found and an error is returned to the client. The "hit" means that TCP is used.
B. The "miss" means...that the NetCache will use UDP instead. A "hit" means that TCP is used.
C. The "miss" means...retrieved by the NetCache appliance. The "hit" means that the NetCache appliance already.
D. The "miss" means that the object was in the cache but not available because either its TTL expired or the entry was flagged by a third party content filter such as a virus scanner. The "hit" means that the TTL was still current.

Correct Answers: C

5: Given the following entry from the Web Access log, what is the first column?

1098830250.899 0.001 10.41.72.45 TCP_HIT_ACCESS_DENIED/407 496 GET http://www.cnn.com/bob - ""

A. the size in bits
B. the time stamp in Greenwich standard time
C. the ID of the request
D. the time stamp in UNIX epoch time
**Correct Answers: D**

6: Which protocol entries are recorded in the Web access log file?
A. HTTP, FTP, RTSP
B. HTTP, FTP, Gopher
C. RTSP, NNTP
D. Telnet, SNMP, SSH
**Correct Answers: B**

7: Of the following choices, which TWO are paths to configure logging?  (Choose 2)
A. Setup > System > Logging
B. Setup > Maintenance > Logging
C. Setup > HTTP > Logging
D. Setup > Utilities > Logging
**Correct Answers: A C**

8: The NetCache appliance supports up to ____ SNMP communities.
A. 4
B. 8
C. 16
D. 32
**Correct Answers: B**

9: Which FOUR cache control headers below are valid? (Choose 4)
A. Cache-Control: no-cache
B. Pragma: do-not-cache
C. Cache-Control: no-store
D. Cache-Control: private
E. Pragma: no-cache
**Correct Answers: A C D E**

10: A router performs which one of the following functions for NetCache proxies?
A. It fragments large packets into smaller chunks that the NetCache appliance can handle.
B. It tags Etherchannel packets for pre-processing.
C. It delivers inbound packets from other networks and sends outbound packets destined for other networks.
D. It strips virus packets out before they can infect the NetCache appliance.
**Correct Answers: C**

11: Which ICAP vectoring method does the anti-virus scanning use?
A. RESP MOD PRECACHE
B.REQMOD_PRECACHE
C.RESPMOD_POSTCACHE
D.REQMOD_POSTCACHE
Correct Answers: A

12: Which TWO of the following can be performed by using a proxy.pac file? (Choose 2)
A.provide for failover protection
B.check web pages for worms or viruses
C.distribute requests to different NetCache proxy servers
D.shut down the computer if the user doesn't authenticate promptly
Correct Answers: A C

13: Given the following service farm configuration, which request will be directed to the ICAP application?
config.icapv1.farm3.attr = \marketing_req_precache REQMOD_PRECACHE on rr on weak
A.Requests about to be initiated by NetCache to the server
B.Requests from the client before NetCache has initiated a request to the server
C.Requests from the client after NetCache has initiated a request to the server
D.Responses to requests initiated by NetCache after being cached on disk
E.Responses to requests initiated by NetCache before being cached on disk
Correct Answers: B

14: Where is authentication server information logged?
A.Web Access log
B.Messages log
C.FTP log
D.client browser
E.SMB Instant Messaging
Correct Answers: B

15: What is the advantage of using multiple authentication servers with a NetCache appliance?
A.NetCache will deny requests if authentication isn't provided within 200ms.
B.They ensure authenticated access if authentication server fails.
C.They ensure authenticated access across multiple domains.
D.Authentication uses encryption and is CPU-intensive.
Correct Answers: B